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2 Foreign Rights Catalogue

NEW TITLES 
CHILDREN

Creative Ways to Learn Handwriting: new titles
Raúl Bermejo

A fresh way to work on handwriting skills!

Two new activity books to stimulates children’s manual abilities, creativity, attention, concentration 
and self-confidence, allowing them to feel sure of themselves as they tackle writing.

 Page 30

Fruits and Vegetables
Vivim del Cuentu | Sebastià Serra

The fruits and vegetables in these stories experience different everyday situations children can experiment 
with in their family and school lives. An entertaining collection that provokes both thought and laughter.
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Pal Yata Series: new titles
David Fernández Sifres | Claudia Ranucci

Discover the daily adventures of Pal Yata, a friendly, affectionate rhinoceros with loads of friends 
who’s just a little bit scared of lions. 
A series for toddlers, with capital letters and fold-out pages.
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NEW TITLES 
CHILDREN

Marta, What Are You Going 
to Be When You Grow Up?
Sara Moreno | Marta Chicote Juiz

One day, Marta was asked a question she could not 
answer. ‘What are you going to be when you grow 
up?’ Alone in her room, she thinks about how to 
respond in case she is asked again. It’s really hard! 
There are so many things she could do!

 Page 67

I Love Only You
Javier Bernal | Marta Chicote Juiz

Christmas is coming, and everyone is rushing 
here and there. Sara is beginning to get butterflies 
in her stomach because she knows something 
important is about to happen.

 Page 38

At Least She Understands Me
Ricardo Alcántara | Noemí Villamuza

A new creative collaboration between Ricardo 
Alcántara and Noemí Villamuza. On this occasion, 
they offer us a tale from the honest perspective 
of a boy who feels misunderstood in some of his 
daily encounters.

 Page 67
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Deconstructed Tales: The 
Rumours about Barbazul
Vivim del Cuentu | Ferran Orta

These deconstructed tales turn classic characters 
and stories on their head. The plots are full 
of surprises and lots of humour, helping early 
readers to let their imagination fly and develop.
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NEW TITLES 
CHILDREN

50 Tales 
of Extraordinary People
Teresa Duran | Lluís Farré

This book contains fifty tales rewritten and adapted 
by prestigious storyteller and researcher Teresa Duran. 
Tales from different cultures and traditions make 
us balanced human beings in response to universal 
dilemmas that have persisted over time. 

 Page 69
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The Adventures of Tom 
Sawyer
Mark Twain | Antonio Lorente

An American literary classic whose early success 
was only surpassed by its sequel, The Adventures 
of Huckleberry Finn, which many consider the Great 
American Novel. Antonio Lorente’s illustrations 
brilliantly capture the soul of this great classic by 
Mark Twain, a lively portrait of childhood.

 Page 133

Peter Pan
James M. Barrie | Antonio Lorente

This beautifully prepared edition presents 
the complete version of the novels Peter Pan 
in Kensington Gardens and Peter Pan and Wendy. 
With his magnificent illustrations, Antonio Lorente 
provides a novel and modern take on this classic 
work by James M. Barrie.

 Page 133
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NEW TITLES 
CHILDREN

The Inventor of Doors
Verónica Sukaczer | Martina Trach

Each name has its own story, and the Inventor of 
Doors is the story of one. It is also the story of all 
the names in a certain town. Or the story of how 
doors can open up to new worlds. Or of the door 
that opens up a world of stories ….

 Page 117

Music Among the Branches
Ricardo Gómez | Christa Soriano

White men’s chainsaws have appeared in the jungle 
inhabited by the Bayaka, a tribe accustomed to 
living in harmony with nature. Their way of life is in 
danger, and young Emeka asks if there is anything 
he can do to dispel the threat. The wise elders may 
have the answer, but time is running out…

 Page 150

Clara’s Thread
Mónica Rodríguez | Eugenia Ábalos

Clara is curious, intelligent and a non-conformist. 
She always knew what she wanted to study. 
Life did not present an easy path. Being a woman 
and lacking financial resources in early-20th-century 
Spain made things almost impossible for her. 
This is the remarkable story of Clara Campoamor, 
the woman who fought for universal suffrage in 
Spain, winning women the vote in the 1933 election.

 Page 149

Red-haired Linda, 
Freckle Face, Freckle Face
Lilia García Bazterra | María Lavezzi

Gromik is an elf who finds lost things, but not just 
material things, like your car keys. Gromik can bring 
back the words that sometimes play hide-and-seek in 
our memory, beloved scents and tender feelings, ones 
that are never forgotten.

 Page 84
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Skint Clint: 
We’re Off to Save the Earth! Oriol and Lis to the Rescue
Eva Santana | Jaume Bosch

This collection offers a humorous take on the urban adventures of an 11-year-old boy. The illustrations bring the 
text to life, making them an inseparable set.

 Page 107

Miranda and Tato Series: new titles
Itziar Miranda, Jorge Miranda and Nacho Rubio | Ángeles Ruiz

These two siblings want to find out everything going on around them and change the world. And they 
keep getting into trouble! What will happen to them this time? A series presenting the problems and some 
possible solutions related to the Sustainable Development Goals set by the UN and contained in the 2030 
Agenda.

 Page 152
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NEW TITLES 
CHILDREN

Saint Juan Diego
Agustina Tocalli-Beller | Marcos Piña Martínez

From a young age, Cuauhtlatoatzin demonstrated 
determination and strength, having lost his parents 
very early. He was left in the care of his uncle Juan 
Bernardino, who taught him to farm, weave and 
worship the gods.

 Page 161

Saint Paula Montal Talks 
About Her Life. 
A Great Woman for Women
Mª Pilar Gabasa Cabello, Sch.P. | Inés Burgos

Saint Paula Montal, founder of the Pious Schools, 
was a great woman and an extraordinary teacher. The 
schools Paula set up were unlike others in how they 
were organised and what was taught there. Schools 
in all ways superior to those opening in Spain as a 
result of new legislation.

 Page 160

Saint John Paul II Lolek
Juan Carlos Quezadas | Jesús Emmanuel Urueta 
Cortés

Discover the mischief-making of Lolek, as John Paul II 
was known as a child. You will find clouds that never 
stop raining; you will witness great football moves; 
you will discover a county that has six seasons a 
year; you will learn the secret to building a time 
capsule. A guaranteed good time!

 Page 160
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Saint Therese 
of the Child Jesus
Agustina Tocalli-Beller | Ángel Campos Frías

Therese’s story tells of the dream of a girl who 
suffers losses and slights, but who never loses heart. 
She takes refuge in nature and prayer. What she 
finds most fascinating is doing good and answering 
the call of God. Like Therese, dare to work to achieve 
your dreams!

 Page 161
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NEW TITLES 
YOUNG ADULT

The Frozen Kingdom 
Itziar Pascual

Nine-year-old Salah and his older brother Namir are 
forced to leave Damascus because of the war. They 
dream of reaching the ‘frozen kingdom’, a Northern 
European country (Sweden), where refugees are 
welcome. But things are not so easy once they 
achieve their goal.

 Page 171

From the Mouth of a Lion
Inés Garland

Tadeo is the oldest brother in a house filled with 
secrets and suffering. One day, prowling the 
riverbank, where he goes to escape his home life, 
he meets Vera. The special relationship with his new 
friend and her unusual family opens his eyes to a 
new way of dealing with life…

 Page 187
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Surfing. Learning to Live on 
the Crest of the Wave
Josean Manzanos

Take the decision to surf, and this decision can 
transform your life. What you’re going to undertake 
is not reading a book but embarking on a journey. 
You are going to surf the edge of your own life 
to remain standing on the crest of each wave. To 
achieve this, you need to prepare yourself.

 Page 191

Just Let Yourself Be Found
Juan Carlos de la Riva

Beñat is a recreational instructor for a group of 
teens from Vitoria-Gasteiz. The story begins when 
he finds himself drawn into the suffering of Yickson, 
a recent arrival to Spain from Venezuela who takes 
part in an overnight hike with Beñat’s group in the 
Huesca Pyrenees…

 Page 175
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NEW TITLES 
ADULTS
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Emotional Learning as a Family. 
A Practical Guide to Positive, 
Aware Education 
Juan José Rabanal, Eva Peñafiel 

Emotional learning is firstly an explicit commitment to meeting 
the needs of all members of the family in the household. But it 
is also a commitment to generating and strengthening essential 
life skills and necessary social and emotional competencies.

 Page 202

Emerging Time
Luis Aranguren Gonzalo

A persistent call to the reader to explore the reality we inhabit, 
to make them aware that it is human bonds which lie behind 
the origins of cities. In short, a call to change the path of this 
wounded humanity, from the ethics of care that yearns for 
justice.

 Page 202

Bare Emotions
Siro López

Art, creativity, sensitivity, diversity, critical thinking, 
condemnation, tenderness ... combine to produce 
an emotional ecosystem as a gift for encounter, 
reflection and dialogue

 Page 203
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Learning / Service and Sustainable 
Development
Isabel Gómez Villalba, Arantzazu Martínez-Odría

Our planet’s global emergency begs our attention. In the 
face of these great global challenges, the sum of individual 
responses is clearly not enough, for we must address social 
problems through community networks to ‘make the true social 
transformation we desire possible’.

 Page 208
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